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Purpose: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a common breathing disorder during sleep that is associated with symptoms such as 
snoring, excessive daytime sleepiness, and breathing interruptions. Polysomnography (PSG) is the most reliable diagnostic test for 
OSA; however, its high cost and lengthy testing duration make it difficult to access for many patients. With the availability of free 
snore applications for home-monitoring, this study aimed to validate the top three ranked snore applications, namely SnoreLab (SL), 
Anti Snore Solution (ASS), and Sleep Cycle Alarm (SCA), using PSG.
Patients and Methods: Sixty participants underwent an overnight PSG while simultaneously using three identical smartphones with 
the tested apps to gather sleep and snoring data.
Results: The study discovered that all three applications were significantly correlated with the total recording time and snore counts of PSG, 
with ASS showing good agreement with snore counts. Furthermore, the Snore Score, Time Snoring of SL, and Sleep Quality of SCA had 
a significant correlation with the natural logarithm of apnea hypopnea index (lnAHI) of PSG. The Snore Score of SL and the Sleep Quality of 
SCA were shown to be useful for evaluating snore severity and for pre-diagnosing or predicting OSA above moderate levels.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that some parameters of free snore applications can be employed to monitor OSA progress, and 
future research could involve adjusted algorithms and larger-scale studies to further authenticate these downloadable snore and sleep 
applications.
Keywords: polysomnography, snoring, smartphone applications, apps, obstructive sleep apnea, apnea hypopnea index

Introduction
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a prevalent sleep-related breathing disorder characterized by various symptoms, such 
as loud snoring, excessive daytime sleepiness, gasping or choking during sleep, and more.1 The primary cause of OSA is 
the repetitive collapse of the upper airway, resulting in fragmented and non-restful sleep. Globally, an estimated million 
adults are diagnosed with OSA every year,2 with 22% of men and 17% of women being diagnosed between 1993–2013, 
with an apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) ≥ 5.3 OSA may lead to several complications, such as pulmonary hypertension, 
neurocognitive effects, motor vehicle accidents, and disrupted quality of life.1 Snoring is one of the most common 
symptoms of OSA, and it is believed that louder snoring is associated with a more severe condition.4 Research shows that 
the intensity of snoring increases as OSA becomes more severe. In Taiwan, 51.9% of people snore, and 2.6% have 
witnessed apnea.5 Those who snore or have witnessed apnea are more likely to have major medical conditions than those 
who do not snore or witness apnea.5 Although not all OSA patients snore, snoring can be an essential factor in evaluating 
the severity of OSA and the patient’s sleep condition.

Polysomnography (PSG) is the current gold standard diagnostic test for OSA, which involves multiple measurements 
including brain waves, eye movement, heart rate, breathing pattern, blood oxygen level, chest and abdominal movement, 
limb movement, and snoring.6 PSG can diagnose sleep disorders and provide crucial information for adjusting the 
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treatment plan of OSA patients. However, PSG is often not accessible due to higher cost and longer investigation time. 
Its application is also limited due to the need for qualified operators, and the unfamiliar environment can affect its 
accuracy. Moreover, PSG cannot provide actual home sleep monitoring. To address these issues in the era of the internet 
and artificial intelligence, downloadable smartphone applications are promising solutions.

Previously, a study conducted a review of available sleep analysis smartphone applications for download on the iOS and 
Google Play mobile app store. While many of these apps had high ratings and multiple functionalities, their algorithms had 
not been validated by scientific studies, which could lead to inappropriate information being provided to patients.7 As 
a result, the aim of this study is to validate selected downloadable snoring applications and identify the most suitable one, 
which could provide additional confirmed data for clinicians and patients to support continuous daily follow-up.

Materials and Methods
Participants, Equipment, and Smartphone Applications
We initially assessed snore detection applications with a rating above 4 stars in Google Play as of October 8, 2018. Six 
applications were selected for evaluation: 1. Sleep Cycle alarm clock, 2. Do I Snore or Grind, 3. SnoreLab, 4. Sleep as 
Android, 5. Anti Snore Solution, and 6. SnoreApp Light. “Do I Snore or Grind” was excluded due to the lack of a recording 
function for snore time and sound, “Sleep as Android” due to varying versions across devices, and “SnoreApp Light” due to 
the absence of an archive function to save data without purchasing. Finally, we included three applications for this study: 1. 
SnoreLab (SL), 2. Anti Snore Solution (ASS), and 3. Sleep Cycle alarm clock (SCA), each with the function of monitoring 
snore counts, snore time, and snore sound. Table 1 shows the detailed functions of each application.

From April 2019 to August 2020, we enrolled 60 participants who were diagnosed with OSA and underwent overnight 
PSG at the sleep center of Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Keelung Medical Center. During the same period, three 
Samsung J7 smartphones, each equipped with SL, ASS, and SCA, respectively, were placed 15 cm away from the 
participants’ beds to collect sleep and snore data for comparison with PSG. All data were collected simultaneously with 
the PSG recordings. This clinical trial was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Chang Gung Medical Foundation 
(Permit No. 201801799B0 and 201801807A3) and registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (Identifier: NCT03890549). In accor-
dance with the ethical principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki, this study obtained informed consent from all 

Table 1 Comparison of Each Snore Detection Application with Google Play Scoring > 4, Updated to Oct 8, 2018

Scoring Version Downloads Sleep 
Time

Snore 
Duration

Snore 
Counts

Snore 
Sound

Sleep 
Analysis

SnoreLab (SL) 4.3 2.0.42 
2018/09/06

> 107 + + N/A* + +

Anti Snore Solution (ASS) 4.2 3.6.1 
2018/09/15

> 5000 + + + + +

Sleep Cycle alarm clock (SCA) 4.5 2.1.1947 
2018/08/31

> 107 + + N/A N/A +

Do I Snore or Grind 4.4 1.0.2 
2018/09/20

> 106 + + N/A N/A +

Sleep as Android 4.3 Version varies 
by device 

2018/09/13

> 108 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

SnoreApp Light 4.1 1.0 

2018/08/02

> 103 + + + + N/A

Notes: *Not available. We obtained six widely used applications from Google Play and evaluated them based on their download statistics. Our investigation encompassed 
SnoreLab (SL), Anti Snore Solution (ASS), and Sleep Cycle alarm clock (SCA). Nevertheless, we opted to exclude “Do I Snore or Grind” due to its absence of snore time 
and sound recording capabilities. Similarly, “Sleep as Android” was omitted due to compatibility issues across various devices, while “SnoreApp Light” was not considered as 
it necessitated a purchase for data-saving functionality.
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participants prior to their inclusion. Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants before the study 
commenced. Measures were implemented to safeguard participant confidentiality and protect their rights throughout the 
study process. By complying with the Declaration of Helsinki, we affirm our commitment to upholding ethical conduct in 
research involving human subjects.

Parameters of PSG and Smartphone Applications
The PSG sleep parameters included in the study were defined as follows: Total recording time referred to the duration of 
the recording from the start to the end of the session. Sleep period total referred to the duration of time from sleep onset 
to final awakening. Sleep efficiency was calculated as the ratio of total sleep time to time spent in bed. The Apnea– 
Hypopnea Index (AHI) is a composite index used to indicate the severity of sleep apnea, calculated by the number of 
apnea and hypopnea events per hour of sleep. The severity of OSA was classified as mild when AHI was between 5 and 
15 per hour, moderate when AHI was between 15 and 30 per hour, and severe when AHI was greater than 30 per hour.

The sleep parameters of the application included in the study were defined as follows: Time in bed and sleep duration 
referred to the duration of time from the start of the application to the end of recording. Active time was the duration of 
time spent in bed reducing the induction time. Snore Score measured the intensity of snoring, calculated based on the 
duration and loudness of detected snoring events, and developed by the SL team. Sleep Quality was a parameter 
developed by the SCA team to evaluate the overall sleep condition. It should be noted that both snore score and sleep 
quality are protected by intellectual property rights.

The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) is a questionnaire that was administered prior to PSG testing.8 It is a widely used 
subjective measurement of a patient’s level of sleepiness in the field of sleep medicine research. The ESS scale consists of 
four categories (0, 1, 2, 3) that correspond to the likelihood of dozing off during specific activities: no chance of dozing, 
slight chance of dozing, moderate chance of dozing, and high chance of dozing, respectively. The total ESS score ranges 
from 0 to 24, and provides an estimation of a patient’s level of excessive sleepiness that may require medical attention.8

Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 23.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, 
USA). A significance level of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant for all analyses. Bivariate correlations 
(Spearman’s coefficient) were performed between the parameters provided by each application and their corresponding 
indices obtained from the PSG recording. The consistency between two independent parameters, such as a specific 
parameter of PSG and another parameter of smartphone application, was measured using the Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC) to analyze the agreement of snore data between PSG and the other three snore applications.9 The log- 
transformation is frequently utilized in biomedical and psychosocial research to handle skewed data.10 Given that the 
Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI) exhibited a non-normal distribution, the natural logarithm of AHI or log-transformed AHI 
(lnAHI) was employed to normalize the distribution of the AHI data, following a methodology established in previous 
studies.11 Bland-Altman method was utilized to evaluate the agreement between PSG and SL, ASS, and SCA.12 A positive 
mean difference implies an underestimation of the sleep parameter, while a negative difference indicates an overestimation. 
Before conducting the Bland-Altman method, we first standardized the parameters of both PSG and Apps for facilitating 
subsequent comparisons between the two. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were utilized to evaluate the 
accuracy of the parameters of each application compared to AHI and identify the most appropriate cutoff point.

Results
General Demographics and Clinical Characteristics of the Participants
The study included 60 participants recruited between April 2019 and August 2020, with 52 participants enrolled in 
statistical analysis (43 male and 9 female). Of the 8 excluded subjects, 2 were from SL and 6 were from SCA due to 
missing smartphone recording data, likely due to technical issues (Figure 1). Among the 52 subjects included in the 
analysis, 31 were diagnosed with severe OSA, 10 with moderate OSA, 9 with mild OSA, and 2 were classified as normal. 
Table 2 presents the basic demographics and clinical characteristics of the participants, while Table 3 presents the PSG 
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data. Male OSA patients were generally more obese than female OSA patients, with significantly higher height, weight, 
and BMI. Additionally, the neck circumferences of male OSA patients were larger than those of female patients (p < 
0.0001). The sex ratio of participants was approximately 4.78:1, with 43 male participants and 9 female participants.

PSG Derived AHI is Correlated to “Snore Score and Time Snoring” of SL, “Snoring 
Counts and Snoring Duration” of ASS, and “Sleep Quality” of SCA
We evaluated the correlation of various snore apps by comparing their similar sleep parameters with those of PSG. Positive 
correlations were observed among parameters associated with snore counts and sleep duration recorded by three snore apps 
and polysomnography (PSG), with the exception of Breath Holding Times and Breath Holding Time of Anti Snore Solution 
(ASS) (Table 4). Nevertheless, ICC analysis demonstrated notable agreement for sleep duration recording across all apps, 
and Snoring Counts of ASS with PSG (Table 4). We noted that there was a moderate correlation between the Snore Score of 
SL and AHI (Spearman rs = 0.370, p < 0.001). Therefore, we compared all parameters with lnAHI. The Snore Score of SL 

Figure 1 Flow diagram of recruitment of participants. From April 2019 to August 2020, 60 participants were enrolled with their informed consent. 8 participants were 
excluded due to technical issues, specifically the loss of smartphone data. Consequently, a total of 52 participants were included in the subsequent statistical analysis.

Table 2 Demographic Characteristics Data 
of Participants

Clinical Characteristics Total

Number 52

Age(years) 44.1 ± 12.7

Height (cm) 169.4 ± 9.0

Weight (kg) 80.0 ± 16.2

Body-mass index (kg/m2) 27.7 ± 4.3

Neck circumference (cm) 39.3 ± 4.0

Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS) 11.5 ± 4.1
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(rs = 0.370, p = 0.007), Time Snoring (minutes) of SL (rs = 0.380, p = 0.005), Snoring Counts of ASS (rs = 0.339, p = 0.014), 
and Snoring Duration of ASS (rs = 0.370, p = 0.013) showed positive correlations with lnAHI, while Sleep Quality of SCA 
revealed a significant reverse correlation with lnAHI (rs = −0.486, p < 0.001) (Table 5). Subsequently, Bland-Altman plots 
were employed to assess the consistency between the standardized AHI of PSG and the other standardized parameters of 
each aforementioned app. The figure displays the mean difference along with the lower and upper limits of agreement (95% 
confidence interval = mean difference ± 2SD), as illustrated in Figure 2A-E. With the exception of the standardized Sleep 
Quality parameter in SCA, 3.8% of standardized Snore Score records in SL exceed the 95% limits of agreement, 1.9% of 
Standardized Time Snoring records in SL surpass the 95% limits of agreement, along with 7.7% of records for Snoring 
Counts in ASS and 7.7% for Snoring Duration in ASS, both exceeding the 95% limits of agreement.

Table 3 All Acquired Data from PSG and Applications of Participants, Subgrouping According to the Severity of AHI

Total  
(n = 52)

Mild  
5 < AHI < 15 (n = 9)

Moderate  
15 < AHI < 30 (n = 10)

Severe AHI > 30  
(n = 31)

Data of PSG

Total recording time (min) 408.6 ± 23.1 424.2 ± 33.6 406.8 ± 23.7 405.4 ± 16.8

Sleep period total (min) 386.9 ± 31.3 382.5 ± 52.1 398.3 ± 26.7 384.3 ± 24.9

Total sleep time (min) 337.9 ± 49.4 332.5 ± 59.6 366.9 ± 32.6 329.1 ± 49.9

AHI (counts/h) 39.0 ± 24.6 8.5 ± 3.2 23.4 ± 3.8 55.3 ± 17.2

Apnea counts (times) 214.8 ± 138.5 47.4 ± 19.8 133.4 ± 43.6 302.7 ± 103.1

Apnea duration (sec) 108.0 ± 44.4 75.3 ± 22.0 79.5 ± 37.0 130.7 ± 37.8

Snore counts (times) 1843.0 ± 1141.2 1443.6 ± 1241.3 2164.4 ± 1456.8 1971.3 ± 922.8

Snore index (counts/h) 325.0 ± 189.1 254.7 ± 222.5 353.3 ± 224.6 356.8 ± 151.5

Efficiency (%) 83.0 ± 12.3 79.4 ± 17.2 90.2 ± 5.2 81.2 ± 11.9

Data of all applications

SL Time In Bed (mins) 430.3 ± 43.2 445.7 ± 40.9 437.3 ± 27.9 425.5 ± 47.5

Active Time (mins) 420.8 ± 34.1 438.1 ± 47.6 419.2 ± 31.3 418.9 ± 28.5

Snore Score 53.8 ± 44.1 15.9 ± 27.9 66.9 ± 49.7 63.9 ± 39.6

Time Snoring (mins) 135.1 ± 93.8 43.2 ± 65.2 160.7 ± 115.4 162.2 ± 71.5

ASS Sleep Duration (mins) 432.1 ± 34.5 449.8 ± 43.1 434.0 ± 28.9 428.4 ± 32.3

Snoring Counts (times) 1157.4 ± 1220.1 322.3 ± 540.9 1589.4 ± 1514.6 1335.1 ± 1170.9

Snoring Duration (mins) 96.9 ± 101.7 27.2 ± 45.2 132.9 ± 126.3 111.7 ± 97.5

Breath Holding (times) 14.4 ± 28.3 2.8 ± 8.3 23.6 ± 35.6 15.8 ± 29.6

Breath Holding (mins) 5.3 ± 15.7 0.8 ± 2.3 10.1 ± 22.0 5.5 ± 16.0

SCA Sleep Quality 72.1 ± 10.8 83.7 ± 10.9 75.5 ± 8.1 67.2 ± 8.4

Time In Bed (mins) 434.3 ± 31.6 447.9 ± 41.5 437.3 ± 27.7 431.5 ± 28.3

Snore Time (mins) 64.0 ± 75.1 26.2 ± 40.0 66.1 ± 61.0 78.4 ± 84.4

Notes: The PSG parameters of 52 participants and their data obtained (which is downloadable) from each application have been listed earlier. All the data has been 
subdivided based on various levels of AHI severity: mild (N = 9), moderate (N = 10), and severe (N = 31). Two subjects were classified as normal. 
Abbreviations: PSG, polysomnography; AHI, apnea hypopnea index; SL, SnoreLab; ASS, Anti Snore Solution; SCA, Sleep Cycle alarm clock.
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Table 4 Spearman Rs Correlation and Intraclass Correlations Coefficient (ICC) Between PSG and Apps’ Sleep Parameters

Spearman rs Correlation Intraclass correlation coefficient 
(ICC)

All (n=52) BMI > 25 (n=38) All (n=52) BMI > 25 (n=38)

Sleep Parameters Rho (ρ) p value Rho (ρ) p value ICC p value ICC p value

Total recording time

PSG vs SL (Time In Bed) 0.509 <0.001** 0.541 <0.001** 0.526 0.004** 0.693 <0.001**

PSG vs ASS (Sleep Duration) 0.488 <0.001** 0.498 0.001** 0.615 <0.001** 0.633 0.001**

PSG vs SCA (Time In Bed) 0.514 <0.001** 0.531 0.001** 0.674 <0.001** 0.694 <0.001**

Snore counts

PSG vs, SL (Snore Score) 0.500 <0.001** 0.477 0.002 0.077 0.388 0.072 0.411

PSG vs, SL (Time Snoring) 0.433 0.001** 0.395 0.014

PSG vs ASS (Snoring Counts) 0.648 <0.001** 0.695 <0.001** 0.815 <0.001** 0.227 0.218

PSG vs ASS (Snoring Duration) 0.651 <0.001** 0.695 <0.001**

PSG vs SCA (Snore Time) 0.685 <0.001** 0.677 <0.001** 0.150 0.282 0.150 0.312

Apnea counts

PSG vs ASS (Breath Holding Times) 0.182 0.197 0.071 0.674 0.047 0.432 0.005 0.494

Apnea duration (sec)

PSG vs ASS (Breathing Holding Time) −0.019 0.895 −0.067 0.689 −0.224 0.764 −0.245 0.746

Sleep efficiency

PSG vs SCA (Sleep Quality) −0.187 0.185 −0.283 0.086

AHI

PSG vs SL (Snore Score) 0.370 <0.001** 0.179 0.283

Notes: *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Abbreviations: PSG, polysomnography; AHI, apnea hypopnea index; SL, SnoreLab; ASS, Anti Snore Solution; SCA, Sleep Cycle alarm clock.

Table 5 Correlation Indices (Spearman Rs) Between Natural 
Logarithm of AHI of PSG and Apps’ Sleep Parameters

Spearman rs Correlation

All (n=52) BMI > 25 (n=38)

Rho (ρ) p value Rho (ρ) p value

SnoreLab

Time In Bed (mins) −0.123 0.385 −0.082 0.623

Active Time (mins) −0.045 0.750 −0.006 0.970

Snore Score 0.370** 0.007** 0.179 0.283

Time Snoring (mins) 0.380** 0.005** 0.162 0.332

(Continued)
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Several Cutoff Values of Applications’ Parameters Could Be Used to Identify the 
Severity of PSG Derived AHI
To assess whether the mobile applications could serve as alternative diagnostic tools to standardized PSG, we employed 
Spearman’s coefficient analysis to determine the optimal parameters of the apps corresponding to varying levels of OSA 

Table 5 (Continued). 

Spearman rs Correlation

All (n=52) BMI > 25 (n=38)

Rho (ρ) p value Rho (ρ) p value

Anti Snore Solution

Snoring Counts (times) 0.339* 0.014* 0.240 0.147

Snoring Duration (mins) 0.341* 0.013* −0.06 0.722

Breath Holding (times) 0.158 0.265 0.059 0.725

Breath Holding (mins) 0.161 0.255 0.062 0.711

Sleep Cycle Alarm

Sleep Quality −0.486** <0.001** −0.378 −0.019*

Time In Bed (mins) −0.118 0.404 −0.079 0.635

Snore Time (mins) 0.270 0.053 0.220 0.185

Notes: *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). **Correlation is significant 
at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 2 Bland−Altman plots for standardized AHI of PSG versus several standardized parameters of sleep applications. (A) Standardized Snore Score of SL vs Standardized 
AHI of PSG. (B) Standardized Time Snoring of SL vs Standardized AHI of PSG. (C) Standardized Snoring Counts of ASS vs Standardized AHI of PSG. (D) Standardized 
Snoring Duration of ASS vs Standardized AHI of PSG. (E) Standardized Sleep Quality of SCA vs Standardized AHI of PSG. The red line indicates the mean of the differences 
or bias, and the black lines indicate the limits of agreement (mean difference ± 2 standard deviation) or random fluctuation around the mean. 
Abbreviations: AHI, apnea hypopnea index; PSG: polysomnography; SL, SnoreLab: ASS, Anti Snore Solution; SCA: Sleep Cycle Alarm.
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severity. The results of Spearman’s coefficient analysis suggest that certain parameters not only indicate the presence of 
snoring but also the severity of OSA. To determine the optimal cutoff value for each parameter, we analyzed the receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) curve at different stages of OSA.

Firstly, we sub-grouped OSA based on AHI ≥ 5, ≥ 15, and ≥ 30 (Supplementary Table S1). Our findings indicate that 
the following cutoff points were most useful in indicating AHI ≥ 15 with Snore Score > 5.5 (AUC = 0.881, p < 0.001), 
Time Snoring > 44.5 mins (AUC = 0.896, p < 0.001) of SL; Snoring Counts > 972 times (AUC = 0.853, p < 0.001), 
Snoring Duration > 81.5 mins (AUC = 0.854, p < 0.001) of ASS (Figure 3A), Sleep Quality < 82.5 of SCA (AUC = 
0.827, p < 0.001) (Table 6, Figure 3B).

Secondly, we conducted a similar analysis by sub-grouping OSA cases into mild (5 < AHI < 15, n = 9), moderate (15 
< AHI < 30, n = 10), and severe (AHI > 30, n = 31) categories. As a result, a Sleep Quality score of < 74.5 on the SCA 
was useful in indicating the presence of severe OSA (AUC = 0.826, p < 0.001) (Table 7, Figure 3C).

Exploring Correlations Between Sleep Applications and Establishing Practical Cutoff 
Values for Assessing OSA Severity in Obese Subgroups
Obese individuals constitute a significant subset of patients with OSA, and the pathophysiology of OSA in this population 
differs from that in the general population. Consequently, individuals with a BMI > 25 were specifically examined across all 
sleep application parameters. Following correlation analysis, it was observed that the recorded sleep duration in all apps 
exhibited a positive correlation with PSG (Table 4). Additionally, there was a positive correlation between snore counts in 
PSG and Snoring Counts, Snoring duration in ASS, and Snore Time in SCA (Table 4). However, no significant agreement 
was found between snore counts and apnea counts in apps with PSG, except for the recorded sleep duration of sleep apps 
and Sleep Quality parameter in SCA (Table 4). Furthermore, lnAHI did not exhibit a significant correlation with apps 
among obese subjects except Sleep Quality parameter in SCA (Table 5). Through ROC analysis, it was determined that 
obese subjects had similar cutoff values for diagnosing moderate to severe OSA (Table 6).

Discussion
The aim of this study was to assess the reliability of snore applications that rank higher than others. Our findings indicate 
that certain parameters of these applications can provide valuable information to both physicians and patients. 
Specifically, the sleep time recording and snore detection features of all tested applications exhibited a strong correlation 
with PSG. Additionally, the Snoring Counts of ASS demonstrated positive agreement with PSG, making it a suitable 
biomarker for daily monitoring of snore state at home. The Snore Score and Time Snoring of SL, as well as the Sleep 
Quality of SCA, showed a positive correlation with lnAHI. However, each app demonstrates its own set of strengths and 

Figure 3 (A) ROC curve for different parameters of applications versus AHI ≧ 15. Snore score (AUC = 0.881, p < 0.001) and Time snoring (AUC = 0.896, p < 0.001) of SL, 
Snoring times (AUC = 0. 853, p < 0.001) and Snoring duration (AUC = 0.854, p < 0.001) of ASS versus AHI ≧ 15. (B) ROC curve for Sleep quality of SCA versus AHI ≥ 15 
(AUC = 0.827, p = 0.001). (C) ROC curve for Sleep quality of SCA versus AHI ≥ 30 (AUC = 0.826, p < 0.001). 
Abbreviations: ROC, curve, receiver operating characteristic curve; AHI, apnea hypopnea index; AUC, area under the curve; SL, SnoreLab; ASS, Anti Snore Solution; SCA, 
Sleep Cycle alarm clock.
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weaknesses. SL stands out with a more balanced performance, showcasing commendable sensitivity and specificity. This 
indicates that SL could be a more reliable option for both initial screening and confirmatory testing, offering 
a comprehensive overview of a user’s sleep patterns and potential OSA symptoms. Conversely, the lower sensitivity 
values observed for ASS suggest a higher potential for false negatives, making it less reliable for the initial screening of 
OSA. On the flip side, the lower specificity values for SCA suggest a greater likelihood of false positives. Consequently, 
it may not be the optimal choice for confirmatory or diagnostic purposes, as it could misclassify individuals as having 
OSA when they do not.

Although snoring is not commonly used as a predictor of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA).13 It is a prevalent symptom that 
has been linked to the severity of the condition.4 Researchers have identified the loudness of snoring as a potential indicator of 
OSA severity,14 leading to the development of numerous software applications designed to monitor sleep and snoring. These 
apps often include specialized parameters to measure snore conditions, such as the Snore Score of SL and the Sleep Quality of 
SCA. Both of these measures were developed using program calculations for snoring detection and are protected by 
intellectual property rights. The Snore Score, as defined by the developer of SL, considers the duration and loudness of 
detected snoring events to provide a measurement of snoring intensity. Similarly, the Sleep Quality of SCA is used to assess 
snore condition based on snoring detection. Based on our data, it is evident that the severity of snoring can be used to predict 
the severity of AHI.

According to our findings, it appears that the AHI is more strongly correlated with snoring severity parameters such 
as Snore Score of SL and Sleep Quality of SCA, rather than snore counts. Despite attempts by the ASS developer to 
distinguish between apnea and hypopnea through smartphone applications, our research suggests that the app under-
estimates actual apnea counts. These results align with prior studies that have shown a weak correlation between snore 
index and AHI, although the correlation remains statistically significant (r = 0.32, p < 0.0001).15 However, our study also 
indicates that current smartphone snore apps face significant challenges in accurately monitoring apnea counts and 
duration. Future iterations of these apps offer an opportunity to improve detection of these important parameters.

The study identified several clinically useful parameters of snore apps that can help users monitor the severity of their 
OSA. However, due to the fact that most of the study’s subjects were diagnosed with moderate to severe OSA (41/52), 
the only solid cutoff value used to indicate OSA was AHI > 15. Only one-fifth of the subjects had normal or mild OSA, 
making it difficult to find an appropriate cutoff value to diagnose OSA (AHI > 5). Nonetheless, the study found that the 
Snoring Counts of ASS, the Snore Score and Time Snoring of SL, and the Sleep Quality of SCA can be used to detect 
moderate to severe OSA.

Table 6 Areas Under the ROC Curves for All Parameters of Applications, Subgrouping by AHI ≥ 15

AHI ≥ 15

All (n=52) BMI > 25 (n=38)

AUC p value Cutoff Sen Spec AUC p value Cutoff Sen Spec

SnoreLab (SL)

Snore Score 0.881 0.000** 5.5 0.927 0.818 0.839 0.016* 5.5 0.909 0.8

Time Snoring (mins) 0.896 0.000** 44.5 0.902 0.818 0.839 0.016* 53.5 0.879 0.8

Anti Snore Solution (ASS)

Snoring Counts (times) 0.854 0.000** 81.5 0.659 0.909 0.876 0.007* 81.5 0.667 1

Snoring Duration (mins) 0.853 0.000** 972 0.659 0.909 0.876 0.007* 972 0.667 1

Sleep Cycle Alarm (SCA)

Sleep Quality 0.827 0.001** 82.5 0.951 0.636 0.812 0.026* 77.5 0.848 0.8

Notes: *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table 7 Areas Under the ROC Curves for All Parameters of Applications, Subgrouping by AHI Cutoff Value of 5, 15, 30

5 ≤ AHI ≤ 15 (n=9) 15 ≤ AHI ≤ 30 (n=10) AHI ≥ 30 (n=31)

AUC p value Cutoff Sen Spec AUC p value Cutoff Sen Spec AUC p value Cutoff Sen Spec

SnoreLab (SL)

Snore Score 0.762 0.131 0.5 0.667 0.857 0.398 0.556 2 0 1.00 0.692 0.020* 20 0.935 0.571

Time Snoring (mins) 0.992 0.152 0.5 1.00 0.843 0.402 0.739 2 0 1.00 0.710 0.011* 65 0.935 0.571

Anti Snore Solution (ASS)

Snoring Counts (times) 0.542 0.784 0.5 0.25 0.833 0.396 0.492 2 0 1.00 0.667 0.042* 0.5 1 0.286

Snoring Duration (mins) 0.412 0.764 2 0 1 0.402 0.739 2 0 1.00 0.671 0.038* 0.5 1 0.286

Sleep Cycle Alarm (SCA)

Sleep Quality 0.168 0.002** 46 0.778 0.837 0.346 0.134 86.5 1 0.119 0.826 0.000** 74.5 0.839 0.667

Notes: *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Abbreviations: ROC, curve, receiver operating characteristic curve; AHI, apnea hypopnea index; AUC, area under the curve; Sen, sensitivity; Spec, specificity.
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In recent times, a diverse range of consumer sleep technologies, including sleep wearable tracking devices, wearable 
devices, bed sensors, and artificial intelligence-designed sleep analytic systems, has emerged for monitoring sleep- 
disordered breathing. Despite these advancements, the diagnostic accuracy of these devices remains inadequate. There 
are ongoing efforts to develop protocols for evaluating the diagnostic test accuracy of screening consumer sleep 
technology for obstructive sleep apnea and snoring.16 The lack of standardized methods for assessing the performance 
of these technologies has spurred sleep scientists to champion an interdisciplinary initiative. Their goal is to establish 
a comprehensive framework for the rigorous, standardized, and prompt evaluation of emerging sleep disorder-related 
technologies. The Sleep Health Expert Task Force has identified key priorities in the assessment of sleep technology 
performance. These priorities encompass critical aspects, including defining sleep metrics, specifying sleep variables and 
stages, selecting study populations that include young healthy adults as a control group or subgroups with cardiovascular, 
physical, mental, or sleep disorders. Additionally, considerations extend to characteristics such as sex, age, environment, 
and confounding factors like caffeine or alcohol consumption. Importantly, there is an emphasis on utilizing data sources 
from sensors rather than relying solely on summarized signals.17

The development of snore applications has been a topic of research, and studies have shown that smartphones can be 
used to monitor snoring and OSA within laboratory settings.18 However, the problem with audio recording by 
smartphones is the difficulty in distinguishing between snoring and other noises in the bedroom, which can be influenced 
by environmental factors and device variability.19 Although many snore applications are available in app stores, few 
studies have focused on their validation against PSG.20 Some researchers have emphasized the validation of newly 
developed snore applications, such as the snoring sound monitor developed by the Nakano group, which has a high 
correlation of snoring time to PSG and respiratory disturbance index (RDI) with AHI.18 The Shin group has also 
developed an unconstrained snoring detection system with high accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity but with lower 
positive predictivity (70.38%).21 Other researchers have validated downloadable applications against PSG. The Camacho 
group compared 13 snoring apps with PSG and found that the snoring sensitivities and positive predictive values ranged 
widely.22 Chiang et al compared one paid application called “Snore Clock” with PSG and found a high predictive value 
of snore detection.23 Baptista et al study conducted a comprehensive scientific literature review on consumer-directed 
apps and devices, assessing smartphone applications and devices designed for obstructive sleep apnea. The findings 
revealed that only 10 smartphone apps had robust scientific data with accompanying publications related to sleep 
monitoring, adjunct monitoring of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) use, and OSA treatment.24 However, 
the validated applications may not be popular among smartphone users due to interface, function, payment, and other 
factors. The primary aim of this study is to identify a validated snore application that is user-friendly and popular among 
users. To achieve this goal, we collected a list of the top snore applications and performed a validation process. The 
selected applications demonstrated certain functions that could be adopted by physicians to monitor daily snore and sleep 
conditions of their patients. By identifying a validated snore application that is both user-friendly and popular among 
users, we hope to improve the monitoring and management of snoring and sleep-related conditions.

Although we aimed to conduct a rigorous study, there were several limitations to our research. Firstly, many experts 
emphasize that simple correlation analyses currently do not ensure the reflection of every event in PSG within sleep- 
tracking apps. They advocate for analytical guidelines to evaluate the performance of sleep-tracking technology, covering 
aspects like raw data organization and critical analytical procedures such as discrepancy analysis, Bland–Altman plots, 
and epoch-by-epoch analysis, providing ready-to-use applications to researchers and clinicians.25 Nevertheless, lacking 
additional parameters to utilize, we solely conducted several correlation analyses and Bland–Altman plots without 
employing alternative assessment methods. Secondly, the study was conducted at a single sleep center with 
a relatively small sample size, which may limit the generalizability of our findings. Thirdly, the use of different hardware 
and microphones in smartphones from different brands may have had an impact on our results, and it was not feasible to 
validate each new version of the application immediately. Lastly, our subject recruitment process did not result in 
a normal distribution, with a limited number of subjects with normal and mild OSA included in the study. Despite these 
limitations, our study provides valuable insights into the use of smartphone apps for snore monitoring, and future 
research can build upon our findings to further improve the accuracy and applicability of these apps.
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Conclusion
In summary, this study is the first attempt to evaluate the validity of freely available, highly rated snore and sleep 
applications against PSG. Our results suggest that the Snore Score feature of the SL app and the Sleep Quality metric of 
the SCA app may be useful for evaluating snore severity and for pre-diagnosing or predicting OSA beyond moderate 
levels. Furthermore, the Snoring Counts features of the ASS app may be helpful for recording snore counts and duration. 
Despite these promising findings, larger-scale studies are needed to confirm the validity of these applications, and to 
further investigate the potential of smartphone-based sleep monitoring in the diagnosis and management of sleep-related 
conditions.
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